Abstract. A data-based hypothesis is presented on the mechanism of the E1 Nifio-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), a major determinant of interannual global climate variability. The hypothesis emphasizes the importance of off-equator sea surface temperature and sea level pressure variations west of the dateline for initiating equatorial easterly winds over the far western Pacific. These winds compete with westerly winds over the equatorial central Pacific enabling the coupled oceanatmosphere system to oscillate. Consistent with this hypothesis, an analogical oscillator model is constructed that produces ENSO-like oscillations. The proposed mechanism differs from the delayed oscillator paradigm in that wave reflection at the western boundary is not a necessary condition for the coupled ocean-atmosphere system to oscillate.
Introduction
Tropical ocean-atmosphere interactions associated with the E1 Nifio-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) are recognized as being a dominant mechanism for the earth's interannual climate variability [Philander, 1990] . Two paradigms have been proposed for interpreting ENSO-like oscillations, both dependent upon the equatorial waveguide: the slow mode [Hirst, 1988; Neelin, 1991] and the delayed oscillator [Suarez and Schopf, 1988; Battisti and Hirst, 1989 ]. Slow mode behavior shows systematic, slow eastward or westward propagation. Observed interannual sea surface temperature anomalies, however, do not generally evolve in this manner, thus limiting the usefulness of the slow mode in explaining nature's ENSO [Cane, 1992] . The delayed oscillator paradigm depends upon a delayed negative feedback owing to free oceanic equatorial wave propagation. Growing anomalies in the central Pacific generate Rossby waves which, upon reflection at the western boundary as Kelvin waves, result in a perturbation of opposite sign that eventually counteracts and reverses the originating anomalies in the central Pacific. This mechanism requires that the delay time, associated with wave propagation and reflection, be sufficiently long for the system to oscillate [Battisti and Hirst, 1989] . Observational evidence for the delayed oscillator theory remains equivocal.
Evidence for the Conceptual Model
Under normal conditions atmospheric convection in the vicinity of the equator is most intense over the western Pacific warm pool region, whereas during E1 Nifio the region of convection moves eastward into the west-central Pacific.
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Paper number 97GL00689. Fig. 1 . East of the dateline is a broad region of negative correlation, centered on and symmetric about the equator. West of the dateline are patterns of symmetric, negative correlation, but located 10ø-15 ø poleward from the equator and separated by a region of positive correlation on the equator. The broader meridional scales observed relative to an oceanic equatorial Rossby radius of deformation are consistent with an oceanatmosphere coupling-induced wind stress curl [Wang and Weisberg, 1996] . Since the west-central equatorial Pacific condensation heating maximum separates these eastern and western regions during the mature phase of E1 Nifio [Deser and Wallace, 1990; Zebiak, 1990] Even in the simplest case of no dissipation or delays, the system depends upon five parameters. These parameters for the above example were chosen by non-dimensionalizing the equations and choosing scales for h I consistent with a balance on the equator between the zonal pressure gradient and the zonal wind stress and for h 2 consistent with an off-equator wind stress cud-induced Ekman pumping. Parameter values were then assigned by letting all of the terms be approximately the same size, noting that in nature both the wind stress magnitude and its fetch are important in accounting for the thermocline adjustment. Choosing parameters in this way gave a result compatible with ENSO. However, the period of oscillation is parameter dependent and the system can oscillate over a wide range of parameter values (a2e<4bcd).
Since in nature, these parameters cannot be expected to be constants, even this simple model suggests that the ENSO cycle should be irregular, as observed. If this is true then the inclusion of multiple mechanisms into more complete models may result in improved predictions. For example, we can speculate that the inclusion of easterly winds over the western Pacific into present predictive schemes would tend to improve the estimation of the La Nifia phase of ENSO. Retrospectively, the phasing of a forced ocean thermocline response in the eastern Pacific by easterly winds over the western Pacific during the 1982/1983 E1 Nifio [Tang and Weisberg, 1984] is consistent with this.
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